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About
Hope Horizon School for Giftedness
is a pioneering institution that is
devoted to excellence in progressive
teaching, learning, and research. 

The school is committed to
developing well-rounded leaders
across various disciplines who will
make a positive impact globally.

Hope Horizon's progressive
approach to education is centered
around the needs and talents of
each individual student. 

A school for
progressive learning,
discovery, innovation
and creative expression
The school employs dynamic
teaching strategies tailored to
different learning styles, fostering
critical thinking, problem-solving, and
creativity. 

Students are encouraged to actively
participate in their learning through
hands-on activities and projects,
rather than passive absorption of
information.

Hope Horizon is recognized by
the Department of Education of
the Philippines with the
Government's Recognition No.
K-008, s. 2023 (Kindergarten)
and No. E-009, s. 2023
(Elementary) Background

Following her graduation from the University of the
Philippines Diliman in 2010, Teacher Jenny gained
teaching experience in various private schools in
Quezon City and Rizal Province. After several
years, she aspired to contribute to her community in
Bulacan by providing high-quality and progressive
education to learners of all types.

With a humble beginning of only seven students,
she established Hope Horizon and successfully
expanded it to accommodate hundreds of students
with diverse backgrounds and learning abilities.
Today, Hope Horizon is recognized as a pioneering
and exemplary institution for progressive education
in Bulacan.



Progressive
Education

Approach to Learning

In progressive education, the focus is
on learning by doing and experiential
learning. Students are encouraged to
explore and discover concepts
through hands-on activities and
projects. In traditional education, the
focus is on the transmission of
knowledge from teacher to student
through lectures and textbooks.

Curriculum

In progressive education, the
curriculum is often more flexible and
student-centered, with a focus on
developing critical thinking skills and
creativity. Traditional education
typically follows a set curriculum that
is based on a standard set of
subjects.

Teacher-Student Relationship

In progressive education, the
teacher acts more as a facilitator or
guide, while in traditional education,
the teacher is the primary source of
knowledge and authority.

Classroom Environment

In progressive education, the
classroom environment is often more
collaborative and less hierarchical,
with an emphasis on group work and
discussion. In traditional education,
the classroom is typically more
structured and teacher-led.

Overall, progressive education is
focused on providing a more
student-centered and hands-on
approach to learning, while
traditional education is more focused
on a teacher-centered approach.



If a child can't
learn the way we
teach, maybe we
should teach the
way they learn.

More information at
hopehorizonedu.org/onlineclass
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Now, everyone can learn beyond physical classrooms.

The Online Integrated Class at Hope Horizon is a top-of-the-class
online learning program designed for modern learners and
collaborative parents who want to thrive in this changing world.

Why choose Hope Horizon Online Integrated Class?

We are a Progressive School. In our online classroom
settings, students are actively engaged participants in the
learning process, rather than passive observers.

With such small class sizes, our educators are able to deeply
understand the unique learning styles, strengths, and needs of
every student. 

We love to innovate, challenge the status quo, improve
traditions, and have fun in the process of learning.

https://hopehorizonedu.org/traditional-vs-progressive-education


Integrated
ClassKey Features

Personalized Learning

Our classroom sizes average 10 -12
students. Each student is in the
front-row seat of every lesson
fostering a dynamic and supportive
learning environment. Small class
sizes also enable our educators to
understand the learning style and
unique needs of every student.

Progressive Education

Our approach utilizes integrated
curricula, enabling students to explore
concepts and content from various
perspectives, enhancing their
conceptual understanding of the
subject.

Qualified Educators

Our educators are trained
professionals and experts in their
respective fields, dedicated to
fostering your kid’s intellectual
curiosity. Beyond merely imparting
knowledge, they play a vital role in
inspiring, guiding, and mentoring you
to realize your full potential.

Flexibility

You can join live classes,
rescheduled classes or view
recorded sessions at your
convenience. Education should be
flexible and accessible, free from the
constraints of time and place.

Enroll now  at
hopehorizonedu.org/onlineclass
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Our online class program is designed to provide a comprehensive and
interactive learning experience for students, combining the flexibility of online
education with the engagement of face-to-face interactions. Here’s how it
works:

1. Assessment and Placement: Each student will undergo an initial
assessment to determine their current academic level. Based on the results,
students will be placed in the appropriate grade level to ensure they receive
the most suitable instruction for their needs and abilities.

2. Hybrid Learning Environment: Students will primarily attend classes
online, allowing them to learn from the comfort of their homes. Additionally,
they will be integrated into small, face-to-face classes alongside other online
students. This hybrid approach ensures that students benefit from both online
and in-person interactions, fostering a more dynamic and engaging learning
environment.

How Does It
Work?
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3. Enhanced Engagement: The unique composition of our classes, combining
online and face-to-face elements, is designed to enhance student
engagement. Online students have the opportunity to participate in select face-
to-face events and activities, provided they can attend. This flexibility
encourages greater involvement and a sense of community among all
students.

4. Structured Schedule: Our classes run every weekday, from Monday to
Friday, ensuring a consistent and structured learning routine. Each class is
facilitated by two teachers, providing ample support and attention to each
student. This dual-teacher model allows for a more personalized and
responsive educational experience.

How Does It
Work?

Schedule: Monday to Friday

Duration: 2:00 ~ 4:00 Hours

Teacher-Student Ratio: 2:10

Grade Level: Grade 3 to Grade 10 only

Required Gadget: Laptop / Desktop / iPad



Integrated
ClassExpectation

from Guardians
By following this guide, you can help create a conducive and supportive
environment for your child's success in our online class program.

Creating an Ideal Learning Environment:

Dedicated Study Space: Set up a specific area for
learning that is free from distractions. Ensure this space
includes a desk or table, good lighting, and a comfortable
chair.

Minimize Disruptions: Keep the learning environment
quiet and organized to help your child focus better on
their studies.

Preparation and Routine:

Set Up Gadgets: Assist your child in preparing their
gadgets and study materials before each class. This
helps them establish a routine and become self-sufficient
over time.

Stable Power and Internet: Ensure that there is a stable
power supply and a reliable internet connection to avoid
disruptions during online classes.
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from Guardians
By following this guide, you can help create a conducive and supportive
environment for your child's success in our online class program.

Collaboration & Communication:

Stay Connected: Communicate regularly with teachers
and the school through our official communication
platform. This helps you stay updated on your child's
progress and any important announcements.

Collaboration: Foster a positive and collaborative
attitude towards online learning. Your support and
encouragement can greatly enhance your child’s
educational experience.

Balanced Schedule:

Scheduled Breaks: Plan regular breaks for your child,
making sure to avoid the use of electronics during these
times. Encourage physical activities, snacks, or
relaxation to recharge.

Flexibility in Learning: Remember that online education
offers more flexibility compared to traditional schooling.
Embrace this freedom and adjust expectations
accordingly.



The future of
learning is

collaborative.



What Parents
Are Saying

Their passion for teaching these kids
is indispensable, as is their patience,
flexibility, and creativity in handling
the challenges of dealing with my

son. It brings great comfort to us to
know that our children are being

loved and cared for in school.

Mommy Elaine

Thank you teachers for molding
young minds and guiding my son on

his educational journey. Your
dedication and support have played

a vital role in his graduation
success. We are forever grateful for

your hard work and commitment!

Mommy Clarizze

Your teaching strategy guidance,
effort, care, and love have been

incredibly helpful to our dear
daughter's journey. She feels

supported and encouraged to reach
her full potential.

Mommy Cath

The teachers in this school are
amazing! They work really hard to
help all their students succeed. I
definitely recommend this school
because each teacher is fantastic

and very easy to talk to.

Daddy Mike



Payment Terms
Our pricing is strategically designed to sustain and continually enhance our
top-tier progressive education. This commitment to quality means our
programs are not inexpensive, but they ensure the highest standards of
teaching and learning.

Exclusive of One-Time Enrollment, Placement and Misc. Fees (P7,600). 
Sibling discounts and referral rewards can be applied.

P12,000
Quarterly Fee Annual Fee

P40,000
Discounted Price

Register now  at
hopehorizonedu.org/onlineclass

The school will only accept payments made to the following accounts:

BPI Jennelyn Catalon 640-635-7875a.
BDO Jennelyn Catalon 003-280-220-313b.
GCASH Jennelyn Catalon 0935-193-7934c.

Send the proof of payment at payment@hopehorizonedu.org

or



Admission 

Enrollment Process

Passed the Eligibility Requirements.1.
Answer the Enrollment Form online.2.
Scan the documents and attach them
to your online application. (Birth
Certificate PSA Certified, Financial
Clearance for transferees). Email
them to admin@hopehorizonedu.org

3.

Schedule a Placement Exam. Starting
April 8, every Monday to Friday, 9AM-
3PM, online.

4.

Results will be sent via text or email.5.
Pay the enrollment fee and Tuition
Fee via cash, cheque, or bank
deposit.

6.

Optional: Join the summer class.7.

Register now  at
hopehorizonedu.org/onlineclass

Please note that admissions
is not guaranteed to any
applicant, and all applicants
must complete the
admissions process.

Eligibility Requirements

At least 8 years old for Grade 3 Level with their Certificate of Completion1.
ECCD Checklist2.
Birth Certificate PSA Certified Copy3.
Form 137 & Form 138 (for transferees of all Grade Level)4.
Financial Clearance from previous school (for transferees), a note on
school letterhead may be required stating that financial obligations have
been cleared.

5.

Scan the QR code to
register.

https://portal.hopehorizonedu.org/online-class


The Leading Edge
in Online

Progressive
Education
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